Amnesty International welcomes your call for contributions ahead of your forthcoming report on race, borders, and digital technologies, which will examine how digital technologies deployed in the context of border enforcement and administration reproduce, reinforce, and compound racial discrimination.

We are encouraged by this report for paying particular attention to the potential human rights violations experienced by refugees and migrant populations at large who are subject to these technologies, especially in light of their reinforcement amidst the COVID-19 pandemic.

- While the usage of biometric technologies in the context of refugee registration and border enforcement traces back to 2001 (specifically when the Dutch government and the company HSB Netherlands integrated existing registration databases with digital fingerprinting, as part of “Project Profile”), the system has seen leaps in technological sophistication since. By 2013, “one million fingerprints and 500,000 iris records” had been gathered, globally. The current tools used to this end—the Biometric Identity Management System (BIMS) and Global Distribution Tools—were developed and deployed in partnership with Accenture in 2014, and first tested in Chad, Malawi, and Thailand, before eventually being integrated by the Kenyan government.

- In a number of camp contexts, such as those experienced by returning Afghan refugees, UNHCR mandated iris registration was made a compulsory pre-requisite for receiving assistance. This was justified under the auspices of fraud-detection. Afghan refugees’ iris images were collected, digitized, and stored in the UNHCR database. To receive assistance, a refugee’s iris would have to match their pre-existing biometric file to prove they were entitled to humanitarian aid, as part of BIMS. While resource management is important, the use of biometric surveillance tools such as iris registration systems can present certain risks as biometric data is being processed. This type of data is especially sensitive and the impact of the processing of such data can be particularly grave when it is misused. In addition, these systems have been documented to lead to system aversion and the loss of access to crucial goods and services for survival.

- While free connectivity for displaced populations is undoubtedly providing an essential service, several initiatives provided by predominantly MercyCorps, Cisco, and Google, have reportedly offered limited browsing capabilities, seen great variation in maintenance and upkeep, and provided little transparency over data protection practices. In particular, these initiatives have insisted on providing limited connectivity in refugee camps only, despite pushback from affected communities, who are often in-between places and in need of connectivity beyond the confines of the camp.
Access to the internet has long been recognised as a critical enabler of human rights in the digital age. In 2011, the UN Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression acknowledged the “unique and transformative nature of the internet not only to enable individuals to exercise their right to freedom of opinion and expression, but also a range of other human rights, and to promote the progress of society as a whole.” In 2016, the UN Human Rights Council stressed the importance of “applying a comprehensive human rights-based approach when providing and expanding access to the internet and for the internet to be open, accessible and nurtured.” Combined, the limitation of browsing capabilities, variable connectivity, and disregard for spatial requirements of refugees, not only point to a failure to take into account the needs of marginalized groups but can have serious consequences on their ability to access the internet.

Technological interventions in migration contexts are also used in more directly invasive and experimental ways, such as the deployment of IrisGuard’s iris scanner technology by the UNHCR and the WFP in Jordan’s Za’atari and Azraq refugee camps. The iris scanner was celebrated as a prime example of how information communications technologies for development (ICT4D) could provide access to credit. However, surveillance-related fears from affected communities, aid workers, and academics about the invasive and obscure data practices of the technology have allegedly disincentivized individuals from registering upon arrival to camps, potentially barring them from access to critical services.

Similarly, the World Food Programme and the UNHCR’s partnerships with several technology companies for food distribution in Jordan, Kenya, and Rwanda, including M-PESA, IrisGuard, and Palantir, risk similar consequences, by presenting a Hobson’s choice to refugees: compromise your identity, or risk starvation or death.

The COVID-19 pandemic, in particular, has given rise to a race to the bottom for technology corporations in the development of not only contact tracing systems but also surveillance, biometric and digital identification systems more broadly.

In combination with heightened fears of further infections, the emboldened demand for tighter border restrictions against the inflow of refugees and migrants at large, technologies deployed to register, surveil and ultimately police refugee and migrant populations have similarly been given further impetus.

Examples of this include Mastercard and GAVI’s recent COVI-pass: a combination of biometric ID, contact-tracing, cashless payments, national ID and law enforcement, centralised under a single digital initiative deployed experimentally in the context of Western Africa. Not only do these technologies work outside the purview of rigorous human rights impact assessments and regulations, but they risk significantly stifling several rights, enjoyed marginally by refugees and migrants, including freedom of movement, the right to privacy, the right to bodily autonomy, and the right to equality and non-discrimination, among others.

Recommendations

Technology giants have become more intimately involved with migration governance and border enforcement broadly, and while extending digital infrastructure that could ensure connectivity and a digital lifeline to refugees and vulnerable migrant populations is important, data collection, storage and use takes place in environments shaped by anti-migration policies, imposing so-called “national security” measures, corporate interests and a general lack of respect for refugees' rights. The absence of sufficient safeguards and oversight within an ever-growing tech sector can allow technology to develop faster than interventions which protect against its misuse or mitigate potential harms. Stringent safeguards are required to ensure that they are in line with human rights:

1. Any technologies or surveillance measures adopted must be lawful, necessary and proportionate. Before any system is deployed, the necessity and proportionality of the measure must be fully explored. Is the minimum amount of data being collected and processed for a legitimate objective? Can the type and scale of data needed to be collected by other less privacy-invasive means? Does the system under consideration potentially transcend the remit of the organisation or service provider? Can the organisation or service-provider justify the need for the additional data?

2. These technologies often require an extraordinary amount of data collection from populations who are often stateless and therefore face significant obstacles and challenging these practices. As such, it is crucial that the relevant state authorities conduct mandatory human rights due diligence and data protection impact assessments in advance of their deployment and throughout their lifecycle.
3. Any use of technologies, including big data, artificial intelligence and biometric systems, must address the risk that these tools will facilitate discrimination and other rights abuses against racial minorities, people living in poverty, and other marginalized populations, whose needs and lived realities may be obscured or misrepresented in large datasets.

4. Data contestability must also be incorporated into any data collection system. The lack of alternative methods of providing data in particularly sensitive contexts has led to reported incidents of self-harm e.g. through damaged fingertips\textsuperscript{a} \textsuperscript{d} \textsuperscript{g}. Similarly, individuals who are not easily registered due to physical particularities that appear obscure to the technology, may also invariably face the risk of being perceived as suspicious. In Rohingya refugee camps in Bangladesh, the technology was reported to have failed to recognise finger prints for a person, leaving them without food rations. While the UNHCR and IOM disputed this, there must be consideration for the fact that some of this technology will be employed in remote areas vulnerable to technological disruptions. Furthermore, with the use of force or detention as a very real consequence, the ability to contest biometric data collection, and indeed output of any migration technology system, must be a part of the data governance architecture of the intervention in question;

5. States should require businesses involved in developing and providing technologies in the context of refugee registration and border enforcement, including big data, artificial intelligence and biometric systems, to undertake human rights due diligence, in line with international standards such as the UN Guiding Principles on business and human rights and the OECD’s Guidance on due diligence. Technology companies must be held liable for human rights harms they have caused or contributed to, or if they fail to carry out human rights due diligence.

6. Affected communities must be meaningfully consulted in developing a comprehensive consent and equitable data-ownership model. In the context of refugees and asylum seekers, having some degree of control over identifiable data can make the difference between resisting or being subject to a deportation order – the difference between life and death\textsuperscript{e};

7. It is also crucial that those institutions weigh up any potentially unaccounted or unquantifiable costs associated with their proposed systems; what are the costs in terms of the agency and dignity of refugees and migrants? What are the costs associated with risks of function creep, hacking, and the unlawful access and misuse of data?

8. Governments must take every effort to protect people’s data, including ensuring sufficient security of any personal data collected and of any devices, applications, networks, or services involved in collection, transmission, processing, and storage.

9. Where there are alternative non-invasive avenues that could meet the gap experienced by service-providers, without compromising the right to privacy, equality and non-discrimination, and freedom from surveillance, these must be explored. Technological determinism, if left unaddressed, may lead to dire consequences for human rights;

10. Any use of technologies must incorporate accountability protections and safeguards against abuse. Further, individuals must be given the opportunity to know about and challenge any measures to collect, aggregate, and retain, and use their personal data. Individuals who have been subjected to technologies, including big data, artificial intelligence and biometric systems, must have access to effective remedies.


\textsuperscript{b} Ibid.
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